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Abstract—Similarity search is essential in music 
collections, and involves finding all the music documents in 
a collection, which are similar to a desired music, based on 
some distance measure. Comparing the desired music to 
all the music in a large collection is prohibitively slow. If 
music can be placed in a metric space, search can be sped 
up by using a metric data structure. In this work, we 
evaluate the performance of the timbre range query in 
music collections with 6 metric data structures (LAESA, 
GNAT, VP-Tree, HDSAT2, LC and RLC) in 2 metric 
spaces. The similarity measures used are the city-block 
and the Euclidean distances. The experimental results 
show that all the metric data structures speeds the search 
operation, i.e. the number of distance computed in each 
search process is small when compares to the number of 
objects in the database. Moreover, the LAESA data 
structure has the best performance in the two metric 
spaces used, but the RLC data structure is the only data 
structure that never degraded its performance and 
competes with the other metric data structures, in all the 
experimental cases. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid increase in the use of digital technology, 
large amounts of music collections will soon be accumulated, 
like iTunes, emusic and amazon.com. Music browsing are 
based on the concept of similarity between musical 
documents, i.e. searching music documents which are very 
similar or close to a given music document. There are different 
dimensions to take care in music similarity search [1]. Some 
of them are melody, harmony, timbre, rhythm and 
orchestration. But in all of these dimensions, each music 
document is represented as a vector of numeric properties 
(features) extracted from the contend-based music.  

Currently there are many works related to music similarity 
search. In these works, the similarity criterion may be based in 
the melodic dimension [2, 3, 4, 5], in the timbre dimension [6, 
7, 8] or in the rhythm dimension [9, 10]. In the most of them 
the similar searching for a given music document leads to an 
exhaustive search in the music collection, so the response time 
will be very long and the search will became ineffective. For 
this reason, it is necessary to introduce new techniques that 
can deal with this problem effectively. 

The similarity between two music documents is associated 
with a function, which measures the distance between their 
respective feature vectors. Some measures used in the music 

similarity are: Euclidean distance, city-block distance, global 
edit distance [2, 4], earth mover’s distance [11], dynamic time 
warping and proportional transportation distance [3]. Some of 
these functions are metric, as Euclidean, city-block and global 
edit distances. When this function is metric, the set of music 
documents defines a metric space.  

In order to have efficient similar searching in metric 
spaces, several metric data structures have been proposed 
[12,13]. These data structures partition the database based on 
distances between a set of selected objects and the remaining 
objects. Space partitions seek to minimize the exhaustive 
search, i.e. at search time, some subsets are discarded and 
others are exhaustively searched. The distance-based indexing 
method may be pivot based or cluster based [12]. Some of the 
data structures using the pivot-based method are the VP-Tree 
[14] and the MVP-Tree [15]. There are variants of the pivot-
based method, used in LAESA [16]. Some of the data 
structures using cluster-based method are the GNAT [17], the 
HDSAT [18], the LC [19] and the RLC [20]. The VP-Tree 
was used in melody search [2] and the RLC metric data 
structure was already evaluated in different application 
domains [21, 22, 23].  

Our main goal is to evaluate the use and the efficiency of 
similar searching with metric data structures in music 
collections. In this work, we address the problem of timbre 
similarity search in music collections using the metric data 
structures. This work involves two similarity criterions: the 
Euclidean distance and the city-block distance.  And 
comprises 6 metric data structures: VP-Tree, LAESA, GNAT, 
HDSAT2, LC and RLC. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, 
we recall some basic notions on similarity search in metric 
spaces. Section III is devoted to the characterization of the 
metric spaces over music collections. Then Section IV reports 
the experimental results of the timbre similarity search over 
music collections. Conclusions and future work are drawn in 
Section V. 

II. SIMILARITY SEARCH IN METRIC SPACES 

A metric space is a pair (U,d), where U is a set of objects, 
called the universe, and d: U x U ⇒ ℜ+

o is a function, called 
distance, that satisfies the three following properties:  

• Strict positiveness: d(x,y) ≥ 0 and d(x,y) = 0 ⇔ x = y; 

• Symmetry : d(x,y) = d(y,x); 
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• Triangle inequality: d(x,y) ≤ d(x,z) + d(z,y). 

A database over a metric space (U,d) is a finite set B⊆U. 

The output produced by similarity search is a set of objects 
in the database, which are similar to a given query object q, 
based on some distance measure d. The similarity search can 
be range query or k-nearest neighbor. 

The result of the range query is the set of objects in the 
database whose distance to a given object does not exceed a 
certain amount. Formally, given a database B over a metric 
space (U,d), a query point q ∈ U, and a query radius r ∈ ℜ+, 
the answer to the range query (q,r) is the set X, defined in (1). 

  X = {x ∈ B | d(x,q) ≤ r} (1) 

The result of the k-nearest neighbor search is the set of 
closest objects to a given object in the database, where the 
cardinality of the set is k. Formally, given a database B over a 
metric space (U,d), a query point q ∈ U, and a positive integer 
k, the answer to the k-nearest neighbor search (q)k is the set X 
with  |X| = k, defined in (2). 

  X = {x ∈ B | ∀ u ∈ B-X, d(x,q) ≤ d(u,q)} (2) 

Metric data structures seek to minimize the number of 
distance computations performed in similarity search. During 
the computation of similarity searching in a database over a 
metric space (U,d), triangle inequality and symmetry are used 
to discard some elements of the database without computing 
the associated distance to the query object. Given a query 
element q and a radius r, an element x may be left out without 
the evaluation of d(q,x), if  there is an object o where |d(q,o) – 
d(x,o)| > r . In these cases, it is not necessary to compute d(q,x) 
since we know that d(q,x) > r, based on the triangle inequality. 

It is important to remark that similarity search is hard to 
compute in high dimension metric spaces. The calculation in 
real metric spaces is still an open problem [13]. But it is well 
know that the metric space dimension grows with the mean and 
decreases with the variance.  

III.  MUSIC METRIC SPACE 

Our experiments involve only one music collection1, where 
each music document is in audio form with sampling rate of 
11025 Hz. The collection contains 250 music documents with 
different music genres [24]: alternative, alternative rock, 
ambient, dance, electronic, goth and dark era, gothic rock, 
gothic metal, hard rock, instrumental, metal, new age, nu metal, 
punk, punk rock, rock, soundtrack, symphonic metal and 
trance. 

Our goal is the timbre similarity search, so we need to 
characterize the timbre dimension in each music document and 
use a metric that measures the timbre similarity. In our 
experiments, we used two metric spaces, i.e. we used two 
measures: Euclidean and city-block distances. 

                                                           
1 We do not find any online music collection with songs in audio format. So 
we create a personal music collection. 

A. Timbre Representation 

The perception of the timbre is related to the structure of 
the spectrum of a signal, i.e. by its representation in the 
frequency and temporal domains. The spectrogram and other 
alternative time-frequency representation are not suitable 
content descriptors, because of their high dimensionality [1]. A 
set of descriptors that have been extensively used in music 
information retrieval are the Mel-Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCCs) [25]. 

For each music document, we compute an audio signature. 
The audio signature process was based on the process used by 
Alfie Tan Kok Leong [26] (see Figure 1). The steps involved in 
creating an audio signature are: 

• Dividing the audio signal into frames with 25.6 
milliseconds with an overlapping of 15.6 milliseconds; 

• Computing the MFCC for each frame. In our process 
only the first 13 coefficients are used, because  the 
addition of more MFCC coefficients does not improve 
performance, as we can see in [26];  

• Computing K-means clustering with 1 cluster 
specified, i.e. the coefficients mean of the music 
frames, in order to discover the song structure and have 
a short description or reduction in the information of 
the waveform.  

 

Figure 1.  The audio signature process (adapted of [26]) 

So, each music document has an associate feature vector 
with size 13. 

B. Timbre Similarity 

In our experiment, the similarity between two music 
documents is based on the similarity between the associated 
feature vectors, which is computed with the Euclidean distance 
and with the city-block distance.  

Let <s1, …, s13> and <t1, …, t13)> be feature vectors 
associated with two music documents S and T, respectively. 
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The Euclidean distance between S and T, denoted by ED(S,T), 
is defined in (3). 

 ED(S,T) = √ ∑i=1..13 (si – ti)
2  (3) 

The city-block distance between S and T, denoted by 
CBD(S,T), is defined in (4). 

 CBD(S,T) = ∑i=1..13 |si – ti| (4) 

These measures were evaluated in [26], and had 
satisfactory results according to the music similarity.  

In order to study the metric spaces, we computed the 
histogram of distances between any music documents of the 
database, using the two measures. In Table I, we presented the 
mean and the variance of the histogram of distances. 

TABLE I.  MEAN AND VARIANCE OF DISTANCES 

city-block 
distance 

Euclidean 
distance 

Mean 5.791928 2.413186 

Variance 5.075894 1.244004 

Mean/ Variance 1.14 1.94 
 

An immediate conclusion is that our metric spaces have 
different dimensions. The dimension is highest for the metric 
space with Euclidean distance, where the quotient between the 
mean and the variance is 1.94. The metric space with city-
block distance has lowest dimension.  

IV.  EVALUATION OF METRIC DATA STRUCTURES  

The goal of this section is to understand how range queries 
with metric data structures behave in the music collection, 
when the similarity criterion is based on timbre dimension 
(music metric spaces define in Section III).  

For the music collection, four files were generated. The 
smallest is the set of query music documents and the other 
three are random permutations of the collection. The use of 
three equal sets lies in the fact that the final shape of some 
data structures depends on the order in which the objects occur 
in the input of the construction algorithm. The size of the 
queries set is 25% of the database size (63 music documents). 
For each artist/album, we selected 25% of his music 
documents, in order to have a query set representative of the 
database, i.e. all the artists, albums and genres are presented in 
this set. 

For each set associated to the database, we submitted the 
set of query music documents to range query with different 
query radii in the two metric spaces. The query radii selected 
for each metric space were equal to 40%, 60% and 80% of the 
metric space’s mean distance.  So for the metric space with 
Euclidean distance, the query radii were 0.964, 1.5 and 1.928. 
And for the metric space with city-block distance, the query 
radii were 2.316, 3.5 and 4.632. 

In Tables II and III, we presented the average number of 
music documents retrieved in range queries, and the associated 
percentage of the database size, for each pair of metric space 
and query radius. 

TABLE II.  AVERAGE NUMBER OF MUSIC DOCUMENTS AND PERCENTAGE 
OF THE DATABASE RETRIEVED WITH THE CITY-BLOCK DISTANCE 

city-block distance 

Query Radius 2.316 Query Radius 3.5 Query Radius 4.632 

Num Percent Num Percent Num Percent 

7.7 3.07% 38.8 15.51% 92.1 36.84% 

TABLE III.  AVERAGE NUMBER OF MUSIC DOCUMENTS AND PERCENTAGE 
OF THE DATABASE RETRIEVED WITH THE EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE 

Euclidian distance 

Query Radius 0.964 Query Radius 1.5 Query Radius 1.928 

Num Percent Num Percent Num Percent 

13.3 5.33% 59.2 23.66% 102.9 41.18% 
 

In each experimental case (a given metric space and a given 
query radius), we computed the average number of distance 
computations done for each music query. So, the results 
presented are the mean of results obtained to query the three 
sets associated to the database. 

A. Parameterization of Metric Data Structures 

In our experiments, we used 9 metric data structures: 
LAESA, VP-Tree, DSAT, HDSAT1, HDSAT2, LC with fixed 
cluster size, LC with fixed radius, GNAT and RLC. The metric 
data structures were parameterized in order to obtain the best 
results for the music collection. But we’ve decide to present 
only the results of 6 metric data structures, so we selected only 
one data structure for each “representation”, which had best 
results. In the group DSAT, HDSAT1 and HDSAT2, we 
choose HDSAT2, and in the group LC, we choose LC with 
fixed cluster size. The parameterization used in each selected 
data structure is:  

• LAESA – Linear Approximating and Eliminating 
Search Algorithm, with 19 and 11 pivots for the 
metric spaces with city-block  and Euclidean 
distances, respectively; 

• VP-Tree – Vantage Point Tree, which does not have 
variants or parameters; 

• HDSAT2 – Hybrid Dynamic Spatial Approximation 
Tree2, with arity 5 and 8 for the metric spaces with 
city-block and Euclidean distances, respectively; 

• LC – List of Clusters, with fixed cluster size 8 and 38 
for the metric spaces with city-block and Euclidean 
distances, respectively;  

• GNAT – Geometric Near-neighbor Access Tree, with 
degree 10; 
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• RLC – Recursive List of Clusters, with array capacity 
30 and radius 6.1 for the metric space with city-block 
distance, and with array capacity 24 and radius 1.86 
for the metric space with Euclidean distance. 

B. Experimental Results 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 depict the average number of distances 
computed to query the music collections with the three query 
radii in the metric space with the city-block distance.   

 

Figure 2.  The average number of distance computed to querying the 
database with city-block distance ( query radius 2.316) 

 

Figure 3.  The average number of distance computed to querying the 
database with city-block distance ( query radius 3.5) 

 

Figure 4.  The average number of distance computed to querying the 
database with city-block distance ( query radius 4.632) 

Figures 5, 6 and 7 depict the average number of distances 
computed to query the music collections with the three query 
radii in the metric space with the Euclidean distance. 

In an exhaustive searching, for each query we need to 
compare the music document query with the all music 
documents in the database.  In our experimental, for all the 
metric data structures the average number of distance 
computations by each query is small when comparing with the 
database size. The corresponding percentage of the database 
size, for each range query, is shown in Table IV.  

 

 

Figure 5.  The average number of distance computed to querying the 
database with Euclidean distance ( query radius 0.964) 

 

Figure 6.  The average number of distance computed to querying the 
database with Euclidean distance ( query radius 1.5) 

 

Figure 7.  The average number of distance computed to querying the 
database with Euclidean distance ( query radius 1.928) 

TABLE IV.  THE PERCENTAGE OF DISTANCE COMPUTATIONS ACCORDING 
TO THE DATABASE SIZE 

City-block distance Euclidean distance 

Query Radius 2.316 3.5 4.632 0.964 1.5 1.928 

LAESA 21% 43% 66% 24% 44% 59% 

VP-Tree 55% 75% 88% 50% 70% 81% 

HDSAT2 43% 64% 79% 40% 61% 73% 
LC Fixed 

Cluster Size 46% 65% 80% 42% 62% 73% 

GNAT 38% 62% 78% 36% 58% 71% 

RLC 45% 66% 77% 42% 60% 66% 
 

These results confirm that a lot of music documents are 
discarded without computing the associated distance to the 
music document query.  

We can observe that the best results were obtained in 
LAESA data structure, for all the query radii in the two metric 
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spaces. And the worse results were obtained in VP-Tree data 
structure. Excluding LAESA, all data structures were very 
competitive, but it is important to remark two situations in 
these data structures: 

• The GNAT had the best results with the smallest 
query radius in the two metric spaces; 

• The RLC was the only data structure that never 
degraded its performance when the query radius 
increased, i.e. with the two smallest query radii, the 
RLC competes with the other data structures, but in 
biggest query radii, RLC is the best data structures. 

All the metric data structures had best results in the metric 
space with the Euclidean distance, which is the highest 
dimension space. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The need to speed the music browsing, lead us to evaluate 
the performance of range queries with metric data structure in 
music similar search.  

The size of our music collection is not very representative 
to the real size of music collections. So our next priority is to 
make this evaluation in large music collections, and we 
expected to have better results in these collections. 

With respect to our metric spaces (timbre representation, 
and city-block and Euclidean distances), we know that there 
are many other ways to search for music similarity. So, we 
have an ongoing work related to search for melodic similarity. 
We also pretend to evaluate the metric data structures in the 
rhythm similarity search. 

With respect to the efficiency of the range queries with 
metric data structures, the results leaves us to conclude that the 
metric data structures speed the range query in the two metric 
spaces used. This conclusion is based on the observation that a 
lot of music documents are discarded without computing the 
associated distance to the music query. The LAESA data 
structure has the best performance in the two metric spaces, but 
the RLC data structure is the only data structure that never 
degraded its performance and competes with the other metric 
data structures, in all the experimental cases. 
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